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Black Ice Nemesis
Radiators - Custom Painted

- Grabber Green

$35.00
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Short Description

When that plain ole dreary black rad won't cut it, let us slap some paint on it! Performance-PCs is proud to
now offer the new Hardware Labs Black Ice Nemesis primered radiator line custom-painted in an assortment
of colors in-house. For individual product model specs please see the individual radiator on the website for
details.

Description

When that plain ole dreary black rad won't cut it, let us slap some paint on it!

Performance-PCs is proud to now offer the new Hardware Labs Black Ice Nemesis primered radiator line
custom-painted in an assortment of colors in-house. For individual product model specs please see the
individual radiator on the website for details.

Color choices:

Sunburst Yellow
Deep Blue ("Cool Blue")
Gloss Orange
Grabber Green ("Nvidia Green")
Gloss Purple

Please keep in mind we only spray the frame of the rad; not the fins and tubes which can hinder
performance.  If you don't see a color you're looking for available, we can pick up practically any color
requested for additional cost.  Please email Customer Service for details.

*Note: please keep in mind that this is rattle-can paint, and paint can scuff with little effort so please be
careful when installing your rad; we are not responsible for damage to the finish once it's been shipped to
you! May be slight delay in shipment due to required cure-time for paint; please understand this when
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ordering.

Additional Information

Brand Hardware Labs

SKU NEMESIS-CUSTOM-GGN

Weight 2.5000

Color Green

Radiator Thickness 44mm


